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Abstract. To improve a secondary CNG filling station's refueling effectiveness and reduce its
operation costs, the abnormal CNG refueling behaviors or outliers are empirically studied. Firstly, the
central tendency and dispersion of volume and pressure change is empirically studied, and the simple
regression model is adopted to test the positive correlation between the two variables. Secondly, the
abnormal behaviors are detected by parametric methods and non-parametric methods of statistical
approaches based on volume or pressure change. Finally, these outliers are found mainly from the
repeated filling behaviors by Python language. Therefore, the way to improve the refueling
effectiveness and reduce operation costs is to reduce repeated filling actions.

Introduction
Natural gas is mostly composed of methane, CH4, and it first was used as a transportion fuel in 1930s
in Italy. But the reservoir tanks could not reserve enough gas. To solve this problem, the technology
of compressed natural gas (CNG) was developed in 1980s. CNG is made by compressing natural gas,
and is stored in high-pressure (20MPa in China) tanks on the vehicle. A compressed natural gas
vehicle (CNGV) is an alternative fuel vehicle using CNG as a cleaner alternative to other fossil fuels.
A CNGV connects to the high-pressure reservoir tanks at a secondary CNG filling station during
refueling process by refueling guns.

According to the 17th China international NGVs and gas station equipment exhibition & summit
forum[1], there are 5,030,000 NGVs on the road in China, with over 4,800,000 CNGVs, and over
4,700 CNG filling stations. Both the numbers of CNGV and CNG filling stations are top of the world.
Obviously, for CNG's cheaper and fewer emission than gasoline, there is room for significant growth
worldwide and in China. However, CNGVs require a greater amount of space for fuel storage[2,3].
The on board storage capacity of NGV is limited. In China, a fully filled tank of CNGV can run about
200 km. Therefore, a CNGV driver has to refuel the natural gas powered vehicle frequently. But the
number of CNG secondary filling stations is limited and its effectiveness is need to be improved. In
Tianjin, CNGV drivers need to wait more than 2 hours to fill up the natural gas vehicles.

Therefore, to improve the CNG refueling effectiveness is necessary and important, and a lot of
studies have been done[2-6]. A bibliography[7] reviews the potential of CNG as transportion fuel, at
the end of which containing 822 references from 111 scientific journals to papers, conference
proceedings and dissertations on the subject that are published between 2001 and 2015. These
references about CNG and NGV are mainly based on theoretical or numerical study. To improve the
CNG secondary filling station's effectiveness, the abnormal behaviors need to be analyzed. As far as
we known, there is no empirical studies on behavioral outliers of the CNG secondary filling station.
In this study, the abnormal refueling behaviors of a secondary fueling station, characterized by the
amount of gas filled (in volume), the initial and final pressure of the refueled NGV, are empirically
studied by Python language based on statistical approaches.

The paper is arranged as follows: In Sec. 2 we briefly introduce the data studied in this paper, and
related methods are also introduced. In Sec. 3 we present the empirical results. And in Sec. 4 we
conclude this paper.
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Data and Methods
Data description. The data set that we empirically analyzed contains 125,021 records from a CNG
secondary fueling station in Tianjin, over a period of 3 months from May to July in 2014. A refueling
record logs the refueling behavior's attributes. Spatial attentions are paid on attributes including
starting time, the initial and final pressure of the NGV, and the volume added into the NGV during its
refueling process. The first ten records (the names of attributes are in Chinese) of these attributes are
shown in Fig.1.

The first column of the table is the refueling time, referenced as t in this paper. The second column
is the add gun number, and the third column is the total volume of CNG injected into the CNGV
during this refueling process, referenced as V . The fourth column logs the CNGV’s identification
number (For privacy, the last number of ID is replaced by *.). The fifth and sixth columns record the
initial and final pressure of the NGV in this refueling process, and are referenced as initialP , finalP
respectively.

Outlier detection and graphic displays of basic statistical descriptions. In this paper, a common
rule of thumb for identifying suspected outliers[8] is used to select out values not falling in the
following range

IQR)5.1QIQR,5.1(Q 31 ×+×− ( 1 )
Where inerquartile range (IQR) is defined as

13 Q-QIQR = ( 2 )
IQR5.1Q1 ×− is referenced as Min, while IQR5.1Q3 ×+ referenced as Max. And Q1, Q3 are the first

and third quartile respectively. Quartiles are measures of the dispersion of a data set[8-10], and can be
easily calculated by percentile functions from Python language.

As discussed in reference [8], this outlier detection method is like to using σ×3 as the threshold for
normal distribution. Rather than assuming the data set is normal, kernel density estimation, a
non-parametric method, estimates the probability density distribution from the input data only. The
probability density function of a distribution is estimated by kde.KDE1d(), the kde function from
Python, with a way taking into account the boundary condition by renormalizing the kernel[11].

To make the outliers easy to understand, graphics are helpful for visualizing inspection of data.

Data Analysis and Results.

Outlier Detection and Data Visualization. For each record, there are three attributes, V , initalP ,

finalP . The outliers we need to detect are in a three-dimensional attribute space. One approach for
outlier detection in high dimensional data is to search for outliers in various subspaces[8]. Following
this method, Li[12] detects the abnormal refueling behaviors by considering these actions in
two-dimensional subspaces of the three attributes, especially in volume and initial pressure. But this

Fig.1: The first ten records of the data set used in this paper.
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method has some drawback without considering the final pressure. For this reason, we provide
another approach for outlier detection by considering all the three attributes and still in
two-dimensional space.

It is known that a normal refueling behavior has two results. One is a certain volume of CNG is fill
into the CNGV. Another is that the pressure in the tank of CNGV increases a certain number. We
introduce one variable representing the change of tank's pressure in the refueling process, which is
defined as

initalfinal PPp −=∆ ( 3 )
Therefore, a normal refueling action is one with big V and p∆ . In other word, a refueling behavior
with small V or p∆ would be considered as outlier. Intuition tells us that a small pressure change
follows a small volume. To test this, we use the outlier method introduced in Sec.2. to detect outliers
only in one dimension, by volume or pressure change.

The outlier searching process is realized by a recursive algorithm for each attribute. This searching
action is stopped when there is not outlier left. Only by volume, if a refueling action with volume
smaller than the smallest normal value (Min), this action is outlier. After 4 rounds of iteration, the
Min of normal volume value of refueling behavior is 1.395 m3. And the number of outliers is 4227,
account for about 3.38 percent of the total 125021 records. Only by pressure change, if a refueling
action with pressure change smaller than the smallest normal value (Min), this action is outlier. There
are 4719 outliers with pressure change less than the smallest normal value (Min) of 3.850 MPa,
account for about 3.77 percent of the total 125021 records, after 4 rounds of iteration. There are 4136
records being outliers if considering both pressure change and volume.

Small pressure change is in connection with small volume as expected. To test the two variables'
positive relationship, the simple regression model is adopted to analyze them. By taking pressure
change as the regressand, volume as regressor, the ordinary least squares (OLS) is used to estimate
the model's slope and intercept. This estimation process is provided by Python function
stats.linregress(V , p∆ ). The slope is 0.893, and the intercept is 2.473. Both the r value (about 0.939)
and p value (0.0) show that the regression results are acceptable. Pressure change has obviously
positive correlation with volume.

The recursive process and measures of the central tendency and dispersion of the two variables are
listed in Table 1. X means that there is no outlier for p∆ at its upper boundary.

Table 1. The statistical values of central tendency and dispersion of the CNG refueling behaviors.
Measures Mean Median Min Q1 Q3 Max σ

p∆ 13.072 13.5 3.00 10.80 16.00 X 4.087
13.520 13.7 3.60 11.10 16.10 X 3.396
13.541 13.7 3.85 11.20 16.10 X 3.369
13.548 13.7 3.85 11.20 16.10 X 3.360

V 12.077 12.34 1.045 9.43 15.02 23.405 4.032
12.248 12.42 1.360 9.58 15.06 23.405 3.805
12.267 12.43 1.395 9.60 15.07 23.405 3.780
12.269 12.43 1.395 9.60 15.07 23.405 3.778

For each variable, there are four sets of values in Table 1. The first set is calculated without deleting
any record. The second set is obtained by removing the behaviors with value smaller than the Min,
which taking as this attribute's smallest normal value. The fourth set is the final results, because there
is no outlier left for each of the two variables.
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Fig.2 includes the two variables' time series, histograms and their estimated density functions of all
data set in red color. And the same thing done with eliminating the outliers in blue color.

From the estimated density function of volume, the probability of value of volume less than 1.395
is about 2.86 percent. And the probability of value of pressure change less than 3.85 is 3.78 percent
according to its estimated density function. Sites or histograms with red color are outliers.
Results and Discussion. From Table 1 and Fig.2, as expected, the refueling behaviors characterized
by the three attributes, volume, initial pressure and final pressure, have abnormal behaviors, or
outliers. Since volume has positively correlation with pressure change, there are two ways to detect
outliers. One is according to volume. CNG refueling behaviors with volume less than 1.395 are
considered as outliers. Another is based on pressure change. Refueling actions with pressure change
less than 3.85 are token to be abnormal behaviors.

After detailed analyzing the outliers in the original records, we find that these abnormal behaviors
with less volume or less pressure change are mainly the refilling behaviors, that is the same CNGV is
refueled repeatedly. By Python language, there are 4354 repeatedly filling behaviors (black sites in
Fig.3) with volume less than 1.395 m3 or with pressure change less 3.85 MPa. There are 4227
refueling behaviors (red sites in Fig.3) of the all 125021 records with volume less than 1.395 m3, of
which there are 4101 behaviors are repeatedly filling actions. And there are 4719 with pressure
change less than 3.85 MPa (green sites in Fig.3), of which there are 4281 repeatedly filling behaviors.
There are 4136 refueling behaviors with both volume less than 1.395 m3, and pressure change less
than 3.85 MPa, of which there are 4028 behaviors are repeated ones.

Therefore, to reduce the outliers is to reduce repeating filling behaviors.

Conclusions
By analyzing the 125,021 records from a CNG secondary filling station in Tianjin, the empirical
results of volume and pressure change are obtained.

Firstly, the positive correlation between volume and pressure change are empirically studied by the
simple regression model. The results show that the coefficient of correlation of the two variables is
0.893. A reasonable way to detect outliers is to detect it by volume or by pressure change.

Fig.2:(color online)Scatter, histograms and its kerneti-
cal distribution estimation functions of volume, p∆ .
Sites with red color represents the outliers.

Fig.3: (color online)Outliers with V, p∆ less
than certain values of the CNG refueling be-
haviors are mainly repeatedly filling actions.
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Secondly, the central tendency and dispersion of the data set are analyzed. The mean and median of
pressure change are 13.548 and 13.7 MPa after deleting outlier, which are behaviors with pressure
change less than 3.85 MPa. The IQR and standard deviation of pressure change 4.90 and 3.36 MPa.
For volume, the same measures are 12.269 , 12.43, 5.47 and 3.778 m3. And refueling behaviors with
volume less than 1.395 may be taken as outliers.

Finally, the reasons of outliers are analyzed. By Python language, we find that outliers detected by
volume or pressure change are mainly from repeatedly filling behaviors. Since the outliers are
behaviors with less volume or less pressure change, one way to improve a CNG secondary filling
station's effectiveness is to reduce repeatedly filling behaviors.
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